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Current trends in the sphere of physical education and sports are reflected in the functioning of physical education organizations. One of the conditions for success is the creation and management of a psychologically comfortable environment. This article is an attempt to solve the problem of modeling a psychologically comfortable environment in physical education organizations in administrative, methodological and technological aspects.

To consider the theoretical aspects of the problem and develop the concept, the methods of the literature review, analysis of sports organizations teachers’ professional activities, observation and modeling were used. The result of scientific research was the authors’ concept of modeling a psychologically comfortable environment in physical education organizations. The conceptual components of a psychologically comfortable environment were identified. They are emotional, cognitive, and behavioral ones. The problem of creating a psychologically comfortable environment in a physical education organization is considered taking into account the principles of parity and participativeness, which allow us to analyze the effectiveness of modeling a psychologically comfortable environment in an organization.

Methodological and technological aspects of a practical solution to the problem are presented as the conditions for the implementation of the model developed by the authors. The conditions are: the formation of interpersonal relationships in a physical education organization based on the reference significance of the environment; psychological prevention and correction; the introduction of psychological strategies to support the employees of a physical education organization. These conditions and the concept were tested in a pilot version of the physical education organizations of Shadrinsk. The data obtained indicate the effectiveness of the concept and the conditions created.
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Introduction

The purpose of the paper is to describe the variant of concept modeling of a psychologically comfortable environment in sports organizations.

Current trends in the field of education in the segment of training specialists in the sphere of physical education and sports, as well as in the system of activities of sports organizations, actualize the problems associated with ensuring stable and psychologically comfortable functioning of all processes within these systems. Such provision is logically associated with the concepts of “psychologically comfortable environment” and “creation and management of a psychologically comfortable environment”.

These concepts, considered with extrapolation to the sphere of activity of physical education organizations, acquire the specifics of their meaningful content and the perspective of their interpretation. The article makes an attempt to present the authors’ consideration of these concepts and description of the mechanisms for creating and managing a psychologically comfortable environment in sports organizations.

Literature review

It should be noted that the urgency of the problem of the formation of a psychologically comfortable environment in any organization is due to the high dynamics of the organization's development, which is the reason for the increased psychological stress of its employees, both individuals and the whole team, as the findings of L.N. Akimova [1], A.K. Kuznetsova [12], L.P. Matveeva [14] and others suggest. Increasing requirements for the level of professional qualification and competence of specialists, new
The first research task is that for effective activities in general and the activities of the organization in particular, the essence of a psychologically comfortable environment should be analyzed. Since psychological comfort is a state of inner satisfaction arising under the influence of any favorable conditions and circumstances [18], we interpret the psychologically comfortable environment as a stable psychological space within a certain corporate environment.

Psychologically comfortable environment is a platform for the high-quality implementation of planned activities and achieving the final result. A stable social and psychological state of the employee is the key to the success of his activities and increase professional competence, which positively affects the organization’s activities in the framework of its activities [2, 21].

The specifics of the functioning of a sports organization involves taking into account its active activities in organizing, conducting, monitoring, improving sports areas. The internal environment of a sports organization, as a rule, includes financial, production (provision of fitness and health services), organizational, personnel, and marketing components. It is also important to take into account the external environment of the physical education organization, which can significantly affect its psychological environment.

It is customary to distinguish between the external environment of direct impact (immediate environment, or meso medium) and indirect exposure (macro environment), which is taken into account in our study.

Methodology
To determine the essence of a psychologically comfortable environment and develop a concept of modeling psychologically comfortable environment, we used the conceptual and terminological analysis method, which allowed us to establish the following. For the existence of a psychologically comfortable environment in the organization, the formation of appropriate conditions is necessary. Currently, there are many options for creating a psychologically comfortable environment, which depends not only on the leadership of the organization, but, above all, on external conditions, on the labor market itself [9, p. 99–102]. Of no small importance in the process of modeling the conditions of a psychologically comfortable environment is the managerial aspect, implemented by the head of the physical education organization. The priority task of the leader should be a goal that should be oriented towards creating a comfortable living environment, comprehensive development of the personality of employees, etc., and in which the mechanism of the decision impact on the sports organization personnel should be manifested in coordinated collective actions [15, 17].

Various conditions for the development of this environment, as well as systems for the formation of a psychologically comfortable environment, have led to the appearance of a variety of existing approaches to this problem [3, 6, 10].

The second research task is to analyze the external environment of direct impact, which includes studying the specifics of its impact on the organization. It should be born in mind that the organization itself can have a certain impact on the environment. The main processes of direct impact analysis can be attributed [5, 16]:

a) the analysis of the industry “Physical Culture and Sports” – the modern attractiveness of the industry is characterized, firstly, by the rapid increase in various sports and types of physical activity; secondly, an increasing number of people involved in physical exercises; thirdly, the construction of a variety of sports facilities that create comfortable conditions for classes; fourthly, the development of new wellness technologies and simulators; fifthly, the development of a regulatory framework that protects the rights of citizens of the country to be engaged in physical education and sports, etc.;

b) analysis of competition factors – the high attractiveness of the industry stimulates the opening
of an increasing number of commercial physical culture and sports organizations offering a variety of sports and recreational services on the market; the existence of organizations producing a substitute product (other types of leisure activities of people), etc.;

- analysis of consumers of fitness services – the influence of the territorial location of the organization on its attendance by consumers is studied; socio-demographic (gender, age, educational level, etc.) and socio-psychological (habits, tastes, lifestyle, etc.) consumer characteristics; their attitude to physical education and sport; their satisfaction with health and fitness services, etc.;

- analysis of suppliers of sports equipment and facilities – the cost of the supplied sports goods; ensuring and guaranteeing their quality; level of service for sporting goods, etc.

The analysis of factors of indirect impact on the physical education organization is associated with the study of the following set of factors: political, legal, economic, sociocultural and technological.

Depending on the influence of the above factors, strategic decisions are made on the development of physical education organization, which, in turn, affects the internal psychological environment of the organization [20, p. 5–7].

The third research task is to develop a schematic model of the concept for managing a psychologically comfortable environment in physical education organizations in order to increase the effectiveness of its activities. Note that the head of the physical education organization must take into account a number of factors affecting the formation of a comfortable psychological environment, in particular the following [8]:

1) the nature of professional relations in the team of the organization;
2) the content, organization and conditions of work;
3) features of the work of the governing bodies and self-government of the organization;
4) management style of the organization;
5) the degree of coincidence of the official and unofficial structure of the team;
6) socio-demographic and psychological characteristics of employees of the organization;
7) the size of the organization.

Results

The concept of modeling we developed for managing a psychologically comfortable environment in sports organizations can be effectively implemented only against the background of the relevant conditions, which we treat from the traditional point of view as the unity of all the necessary circumstances that create a certain environment.

The following conditions for the implementation of the model can be proposed.

1. The formation of interpersonal relations in the physical education organization, based on the reference significance of the environment. This condition assumes the existence and guarantee of emotional comfort, the ability to express one’s point of view on the functioning and development of the physical education organization; respectful attitude to the personality of employees of the organization; maintaining personal dignity; the availability of the opportunity to seek help on the activities of the physical education organization, taking into account personal problems and difficulties; attention to requests and suggestions; help in choosing your own solution. An important position in creating this condition is the desire for satisfaction of the organization employees with the main characteristics of the process of professional and interpersonal interaction.

2. Providing psychological prevention and correction.

In cases of employee dissatisfaction with the state of the psychological environment in the organization (in one or all of its components: emotional, cognitive, behavioral), psychological prevention should be implemented, which involves promoting the full disclosure of the personality potential of the organization’s employee, as well as the prevention of possible personal deformations in the process of professional and personal interactions. Psychological prevention contributes to the formation of an adequate and competent response to the manifestations of psychological discomfort among employees of a physical education organization. Correction is also important in this case, which may consist in eliminating the factors causing psychological discomfort, as well as in harmonizing the mental health of the organization’s employees.

3. The introduction of psycho technology support staff athletic organization. A set of measures to ensure a psychologically comfortable environment in a physical education organization includes effective psycho technologies, which involve both creating the environment in the organization and its possible correction [4; 22, p. 221–225]. Such technologies include: conducting a system of psychological studies and trainings...
with all employees of the organization (after monitoring problems related to financial, production (providing fitness and fitness services), organizational, personnel, marketing components of professional activity); organization and conduct of group discussions and exercises on the issues of safe psychological interaction, comfortable communication, prospects for personal growth; conducting group discussions on the problems of the formation of psychological skills of partnership, dialogic communication, the implementation of techniques for creating safe psychological interaction and cooperation; conducting joint classes in the format of an imitation-role-playing event, a business game, the result of which should be the development of models of psychologically comfortable interpersonal interaction in the organization.

The schematic model of the concept for managing a psychologically comfortable environment in sports organizations is as follows (Fig. 1).

**Conclusions**

The specifics of a modern physical education organization functioning depends on the requirements of society and the nomenclature of the most popular sports and recreational services. The main activity of a sports organization is implemented in several segments: financial, customer-oriented (providing fitness and fitness services), organizational, personnel, marketing. Such a variety of implemented activities and
the presence of appropriate specialists inevitably leads to an disbalance in the mechanism for creating a psychologically comfortable environment in an organization.

The main process of regulation and maintenance of a psychologically comfortable environment in a physical education organization is management. In our study, for the effective management of a psychologically comfortable environment, the principles of purity and participatory principles have been proposed, which are implemented taking into account the main components of the collective professional activity: emotional, cognitive and behavioral. These provisions are reflected in the authors’ model of managing a psychologically comfortable environment in physical education organizations, which can be implemented against the background of relevant conditions: the formation of interpersonal relationships in a physical education organization based on the reference significance of the environment; providing psychological prevention and correction; the introduction of psycho technologies to support employees of a sports organization.

The developed concept and the conditions for its implementation, in our opinion, will contribute to the resolution of possible conflicts between employees of the physical education organization, increase the level of tolerance and the willingness of employees to constructively resolve disputes and overcome stressful conditions.
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Konceptiya modelyirovaniya
psikhologicheski komfortnoy sredy v sportivnykh organizatsiyakh
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Sovremennye tendentsii v oblasti obrazovaniya i podgotovki v sfere fizicheskoy kultury i sporta otprazyayut na osobennostyah funkcionirovaniya fiziokul'turnykh organizatsiy, odnim iz usloviy uspeshnosti kotorykh yavlyayetsya sozdanie i upravlenie psikhologicheski komfortnoy sredoy. Danniya stotya yavlyayetsya popot'koy reshit' problemu modelyirovaniya psikhologicheskoi komfortnoi sredy v fiziokul'turnykh organizatsiyakh v upravlencheskom i metodiko-tehnologicheskomy aspekty.

Dlya рассмотрения teoreticheskih aspektov problemy i razrabotki konceptii byly ispol'zovany metody obzora nauchnoy literatury, analiz professoinalnoy deyatel'nosti pedagogov fiziokul'turnykh organizatsiy, nablyudeniya i modelyirovaniya. Rezultatom nauchnykh izyskanij стала autor'skaya konceptiya modelyirovaniya psikhologicheskoi komfortnoi sredy v fiziokul'turnykh organizatsiyakh, v kotoroy vydeleny sostavnye komponenty: emotsionalnyi, kognitivnyi, povedencheskoyu. Problema sozdania psikhologicheskoi komfortnoi sredy v fiziokul'turnoy organizatsii rasmatryvayetsya s uchetom principov paritetnosti i paritsipativnosti, kotorye pozvolayutsya proanaлизировать effektivnost modelyirovaniya psikhologicheskoy komfortnoi sredy v organizatsii.

Metodiko-tehnologicheskiye aspekty prakticheskogo resheniya problems v stotye pred- stavlenny usloviami realizatsii razrabotannoy autorom modeli, k kotorym otisnены formirovaniye mezhdispl'yanotnych otstoyaniy v fiziokul'turnoy organizatsii, bazyiruemykh na referentnoy znachimosti sredy; obespechenie psikhologicheskoy profilaktiki i korrektsii; vnedrenie psixotekhnologiy soprovozhdeniya sootrudnikov fiziokul'turnoy organizatsii. Danniya uslov'i i konceptiya byly aprobirany v pilotnom variante v fiziokul'turnykh organizatsiyakh g. Shadrinskaya. Poluchennye dannyye svistelyut' ob effektivnosti konceptii i sozdavayemykh uslov'y.

Klyuchevye slova: psikhologicheskaya sreda, komfort, psikhologicheskiy komfortnaya sreda, upravlenie psikhologicheskiy komfortnoy sredoy v fiziokul'turnykh organizatsiyakh, konceptiya modelyirovaniya psikhologicheskoy komfortnoi sredy v fiziokul'turnykh organizatsiyakh.
Непрерывное образование в течение жизни...
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